PRODUCTION (VRTP-GT)

VRTP-GT 2001 Introduction to Virtual Production (4 Credits)
Introduction to Virtual Production
Grading: Grad Tisch Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: No

VRTP-GT 2010 Masters Seminar I: Writing & Developing the Virtual Production Thesis (4 Credits)
Masters Seminar I: Writing & Developing the Virtual Production Thesis
Grading: Grad Tisch Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: No

VRTP-GT 2015 Art Direction and Production Design (2 Credits)
Art Direction and Production Design
Grading: Grad Tisch Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: No

VRTP-GT 2020 Virtual Production Technical Direction (4 Credits)
Virtual Production Technical Direction
Grading: Grad Tisch Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: No

VRTP-GT 2025 Producing the Virtual Production (2 Credits)
Producing the Virtual Production
Grading: Grad Tisch Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: No